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Dance move controversy _ page 2

The successful suicide

UOP' s office shuffle _ page 3

Update
Woman V.P.
Hoping for the endorsement
National Organization for
!Women, six Democratic presidePtial candidates promised to consider a woman as a running mate in
their quest for the presidency.
Walter Mondale, Alan Cran' and John Glenn were among
the candidates who pledged, not
guaranteed, to pick a woman last
Sunday at the presidential candidate forum of the NOW national
convention in Washington.

Lr the

No Asia trip
President Reagan used pressing congressional business as the
reason for the cancellation of his
trip to the Philippines, Indonesia,
and Thailand, which were planned
for next month. Experts believe the
trip was dropped due to political
unrest in Manila where President
Ferdinand Marcos has faced mass
unrest since the assassination of
opposition l e ader Beni g no
Aquino, Jr .
White House o fficials say the
trip may be added onto a planned
~iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii•i1 trip to China next April.

Arms talks

TM

President Reagan presented to
Soviet negotiators his proposal for
strategic arms reductions at the
talks in Geneva yesterday. The
proposal features a mutual,
guaranteed build-down by both
sides at the rate of 5tJJo a year or
better. This translates to a reduction of 50 to 400 warheads each
year which will bring strategic
arsenals down to 5,000 warheads
for each side within a decade.
The build-down will be accomplished by replacing two old
wareheads with one new one.
Soviet complaints with this plan
revolve around the fact that land
based missiles will be reduced
while there is no reduction oT plane
and jet launched warheads. The
Soviets currently lead America in
land based ar-ms but are behind in
the other two .

Peace prize
The pride of the Polish
workers, Lech Walesa, was awarded the 1983 Nobel Peace Prize for
his struggle on behalf of workers'
rights Wednesday. The award,
worth $190,000, angered the
Polish government but delighted
the people who Walesa has worked
for in his quest for the Soviet
Bloc's first independent trade
union.
Walesa has pledged the prize
money to the Catholic church's
new fund to aid Polish agriculture.
Walcsa's next problem is picking
up the award. He is fearful of not
being allowed back into Poland if
he left to accept the prize.

Labor backing
By a nearly unanimous vote
Wednesday, delegates to the AFLClO convention in Florida awarded former Vice President Walter
Mandate their presidential endorsement and federation leaders
said that 'they would move immediately to implement it by
mounting a massive education effort among rank-and - file
members.
In the polling, Mondale leads
in union households but even with
endorsement, John Gleen as a
larger threat to President Reagan
in the 1984 race.
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Salary freeze thaws for one excpetiOn
By Cynthia Privett
Staff Writer

Since the Long Range Planning
and Budget Committee recommended
a salary freeze for all UOP employees
for the ac:1demic year 1983-1984,
rumors of under-the-table salary
rai~>~S hetvc drculateJ around the
campus.
After
investigating
such
rumors, The Pacifican found- 'information to substantiate only one
salary raise during the freeze.
Dr.
Jon Schamber, communications professor, had his salary
"adjusted" for this academic year, he
said. Schamber attended a convention last February where he received
attractive offers from other universities. Shortly afterwards, the communications department informed

i1im his salary had been less than
other faculty members with the same
experience. Accordingly, his salary
was adjusted to an appropriate level,
according to Dr. Donald Duns,
associate dean of the College of the
Pacific,
and
communications
professor.
Duns stressed that
Schamber never requested the salary
raise.
Duns said that there are salary
inequities in evetv department within
the university for various reasons.
"If you don't act spontaneously to
fix an inequity, you lose a good
faculty member."
Even when a
salary free7e i s imr>lemented, "you
know you're gmng to have exceptions,"
he said, adding those exceptions will
be made when the interest of the
university is at stake. Both Duns and
· Schamber say no ill feelings within

the communications department have
arisen as a result of the raise.
President Stanley tvicCaffrey,
chairman of the Long Range Planning and Budget Committee which
recommended the freeze,
was
unaware of the addition to Schamber's salary, and called it a "very
unusual case, no doubt justified."
McCaffrey said it's difficult to
have a salary freeze when there is
such a demand for faculty in the areas
of engineering, computer science,
.
business administration
economics,
and communications, but the \:Ommittee felt a freeze was necessarv •n
keep tuition down. (Tuition was increased 5 percent this year as compared to the average lO percent hike
observ~d in the past). "We hav(' every
hope and desire to have a salary increase next year,'' said McCaft rey.
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A large audience was at the Bechtel In
Center las/ Lt/~•rl••m·''"
listen to a speech f rom the former president of Ecuador, Dr. JUIG 1 a::::.o

New art department teachershave goals for Pacific
By Kiku Lani Iwata
Staff Writer

Dick Kakuda, -v~cuum cleaner by
his side, analyzed the crumbing inside walls of an "abused" ceramics kiln.
At the oppostte end of the ceramics
studio, his four advanced students sat
at their potter's wheels, eight wet
hands molding shapes from spinning
hills of soft clay
"I'm really glad somebody is
taking this ceramics place and doing
something with it," said 18-year old
Bill Funkhouser, referring to Kakuda
across the room. Funkhouser, a COP
freshman, is one of Kakuda's advanced ceramics students.
''Professor Kakuda is shaping
up the studio," added Funkhouser,
"keeping the facilities clean and putting in new shelves. He won't tolerate
a mess. It's all just really coming
together. It's being done the way the
ceramics lab should be."
This fall there are two new COP
full-time faculty in the A.rt Deparment: Dick Kakuda (Assistant
Professor) and Dr. Merrill Schleier
(Assistant Professor). Both instructors' art works were displayed in the
recent Art Department Exhibit at the
University Center.
"We're very fortunate to get
someone of their high quality and expertise," said Art Department Chair
Ron Pecchenino, about the new appointments. "With their abilities and
skills, they benefit us by forming and
presenting an even more attractive art
program, especially in general
education courses and building our
major enrollment.
"Dick Kakuda is an asset to our
staff,''
continued
Pecchenino,
''hecause of his versatility and breadth
of experience in classroom teachi11g:
his experience in the art of ceramics,

drawing, photography, printmaking,
watercolor,
three-dimensional
drawing and sculpture."
Kakuda, 37, received his B.A.
and M.A . degress in art at San Jose
State University, and taught at Shasta
Community College in Redding for
the past ten years. He is currently instructing Beginning and Advanced
Ceramics courses and Beginning and
Advanced Freehand. Drawing courses.
"Dr. Schleier," added Peechenino, "has great enthusiasm for
teaching. She is very effective in her
classroom and we've received positive
opinions of her. There are a wide
range of areas where she can direct as
far as course offerings are concerned,
and she will do major advising in the
future."
Schleier, 30, received her B.A. in
art history at the City College of New
York and her art history M.A. at the
University of California at Berkeley.
She taught UC Berkeley, UC Davis,
California State University at
Hayward and San Francisco City
College before she arrived at UOP
last Spring as a part-time faculty
member and obtained full-time status
this fall. This semester,- Schlder in- ·rprt ~ art history cour:- ~-' - E., rly
R .,~; · ~ance
and
19th C "'ury
_uropean art.
"It' s nice to bt: abie w nave ..:outrol in my ,department(ceramics),"
said Kakuda. Kakuda also said he
considers himself fortunate to teach
at the University and be a member of
the art department.
"The art department is very
close knit and relaxed,'' said Kakuda.
"Everybody is extremely friendly,
and the main emphasis here is
teaching. Some departments on other
campuses have personality conflicts
and a lot of concern about jobs. It's a

lot less competitive here."
art department develop into a larger
"Everyone in the art department one."
is really just wonderful, supportive
The Hank Baum Gallery in San
and easygoing," agreed Schleier. Francisco (Bush Street) features
"They made me feel very much at Kakuda's work in a ceramic sculpture
home. And I don't find it competitive exhibit entitled, "recent sculpture."
here, not in the negative way. I am The exhibit began September 4 and
the only art history instructor in the will continue through November 4.
department."
"I chose UOP because I feel it's
Kakuda's current priorities in- a nice environment,'' said Sch1eier,
chtde • getting the ceramic studio who preferred living in California
running maximum, and getting ad- and thus restricted her job apjusted to the campus,"
plications to the West Coast. "Here
"He's cleaned up the place," you get the best of both .worlds: the
said COP Senior Phillip Chew, 23,
friendliness, the community, and the
about his instructor. "And he's easy availability of a more cosmopolitan
to talk to and a nice person. He helps experience with the nearby cities.
correct your mistakes and fixes
"I find it stimulating and exeverything up. He really spends time citing to teach here," she added.
helping you."
"Especially this semester. I have five
"Thus far we get a lot of in- or six repeat students, so I have new
dividual attention, agreed COP
friends as well as old friends ."
Junior Troy Kelley, 20. "He's been
''She lectures with slides and
showing me how to throw pots and tries to bring in not only the painting
concentrate more on quality than itself, but the period of time through
quantity. If I can get that down,
political and economic anecdotes,
that's pretty much all I want."
presenting a broad picture of the
"You've just finished making time, where the art was situated,''
this pot, and Professor Kakuda said
COP
Sophnmorl"
Rkk
com.-s along and just smashes it Garlinghow;e, 21 , an Early Renaissance
down,' · 1aughed Funkhouser. " •Just student and previous student of
testing the walls,' he says. But no, it's Schleier's.
good to do ·this because we have to get
1t's my approach to Art History not
everything down right at. the begin- only to provide mfnrmAtinn ahout
ning of the course, so we can do well
in our future work.
"I'm really happy he's here,''
By Cynthia Privett
added Funkhouser.
"He'll be
teaching more advanced techniques
Staff Wrlter
that have never been done before.
They've been using cheap clay here
The Alcoholic Beverage Control
and now we'll be working with red (ABC) has made its presence known
clay and porcelain."
in Stockton the past two weeks. Both
"I would like to see the ceramics Mr. A's liquor store and Rico's pizza
program develop,'' said Kakuda. parlor were caught selling liquor to
"For instance, have a four-semester minors recently by the government
ceramics course instead of the agency.
previous two-semester, and have the
Mr. A's closed their doors for 10
days starting September 21 after the
ABC put them on probation, accorkins, will raise money for a new Wednesday, Oct.ll
College Bowl
Greek Schola~ ship Fund. In addition,
the Delta Gamma sponsored "An• U .C. Theatre, 12:00 noon
Presidents of Houses vs. Faculty
chor Splash" raises money for the
purchase of a seeing eye dog for a Volleyball Game
blind person. The flllllist of activities D.O./Archania lawn, 4:30p.m.
is as follows:Greek Week
Greek Tug of War
D.O./ Archania Lawn, 5:15p.m .
Saturday, Oct. 8
All Greek Bar-B-Que
Delta Gamma Anchor Splash
D.O./ Archania Lawn, 5:4S p.m.
UOF~oo 11 :()().p.m.-4:00p.m.
Omega Phi Psi All-Greek Dance
Thursday, Oct. 13
ding to store manager, AI Felizardo.
Raymond Gteat Hall
Greek Dating Game
The store was cited for selling
UC
Theatre.
11:00
noon
Sunday ,Oct. 9
alcohol to two young w~men who
All Greek '.:'" ar Wash
were "regular customers" to Mr.
Circle Dance
Fraternity Circle, 12:00 noon-4:00
A's. Their identifications had been
Fraternity
Circle,
8:00-11:00
p.m.
p.m.
checked several times previously, said
Greek Nite at Guiseppes
Friday, Oct. 14
Felizardo, but since he knew the
4415 Pacific Ave. 6:00p.m.
College Bowl Finals
woman, he djdn't ask them for an ID
UC Theatre, 12:00 noon
on that occasion. When the women
Monday, Oct. lU
left the store they were approached by
Rotational Parties
ABC agents who found that neither
jersey Day
9:00 p.m.-1:00 a.m.
woman was of legal drinking age, and
that the ID's they had shown Mr. A's
College
D<H.. Preliminaries
Chariot Race
in the past were fake. Felizardo said,
UC Theatre, 1; v'' "oon.
Half-time UOP football game.
"We've always been strict on ID's,''
Greek " Sit-ln" Movie:
but that now he will require an ID
D.G.-Archania
Animal House
Greek Week is a time of frenzied
Lawn, 9:00p.m.
acitivity and excitement. Thus, if even if he has checked the customer's
age before.
Tuesday, Oct. 11
you're in the system or have chosen to
Sorority vs. Fraternity Trike Race
stay removed from it, you will still be
Rico's pizza parlor's owners are
Fraternity Circle, 12:00 noon.
able to laugh at or with the UOP
scheduled to meet with the ABC next
Greek Sing
Greeks as they bop thru their 1983
week regarding the incidents that
Sorority Circle, 7:00p.m.
Greek Week.

Watch out-for Greeks bearing gifts
By Elisa Kayser
Staff Writer

It's time once again for every
G.D.I. to scoff, every administrator
to reminisce, every faculty member t~
give a quiz and every Greek to don hts
or her favorite jersey and defend the
name of "The Best." Yes, UOP
1Greek Week is upon us.
Every year at this . time .o.reeks
are rushing from one wtld activity to
another, stopping onl~ . to . gr~b
another draft, and participatmg m
such skillful events as rotational partying, viewing of every Gree~'s
favorite movie, Animal House, tnke
racing and the newest event (he~e's
your chance gals) the Greek Datmg
Game.
.
k
The whirlwind of fun wtll ta e
place from October 8th thru October
lSth and may prove different than
those previ~us Greek ~eeks that
have focused on competition. Karen
Cambell, one of this year's Chair~er
sons explains, "We are workmg
tow~d seriously uniting all Greeks.
So we hope to make Greek Week
memorable, meaningf~l and. .run.''
An example of this spmt of
cooperation is the All Greek C~r
wash on sunday October 9th. This
activity, initiated by Daryll HOp-

the art,'; explained Schleier, "but
also to try and bring in things from
other areas, esp~dally the culture in
which the work was.::~ ~.tted.
Schleier' -..,c:an·a specialization
is in Americat <'- t 1f the 20th century,
and she also m H'• ains an interest in
architecture. Schu~ier plans to publish
her doctoral dissertation as a book,
Image of the Skyscraper In American
Art, from 1890 to 1931. The study
analyzes the artistic response to the
skyscraper in the context of literary
popular criticism, music and film of
the period.
"She is extremely well-versed in
her field and her enthusiasm is catching," said COP Junior Kate
Moses, 20, another of Schleier's
students. "It's not a class where you
just sit. You can't help but get involved.
"She's also very funny, very personable,'' added Moses. "She's very
professional in her job but she also
becomes your friend. If you show interest, she will do anything for you.
She doesn't treat you like you're just
a student and she's getting paid for
it.,
"She enjoys communicating
with student-;," said Garlinglh.>use.
"She goes bev"nd 1--eimz a lf'l'l .her
rcominued on p age 7 column 6J

-

The ABC's of sellina to minors
took place there recently. According
to Sharon Pruden, manager, three
UOP students were served beer there,
though two of then had no lD and the
third had an ID that wasn't a
California driver's license, which is
required in this state to purchase
alcohol. Three ABC agents were in
the restaurant and approached the
students. One of them ''got smart"
with the agents, said Pruden, and the
agents called the Stockton Police
Department and had the man
arrested.
"Before we were careful,''
Pruden said about Rico's lD pol~cy.
"Now we're getting to the point
where we're almost ·over-careful."
Rico's policy is not to serve alcohol to
anyone who doesn't have a valid
California driver's license to prove
they are 21 or older.
Pruden said that 90 percent of
UOP students who frequent Rico's
are their best customers . "The other
10 percent are making us seriously
consider taking our col,lpons out of

I

the book ...we don't want to lose their
business but they have to grow up."
Those students that come in without
ID put pressure on the waitresses to
serve them beer or wine and " we just
don't have time for it. If they want to
get drunk, let them do it somewhere
else."
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EDITORIAL
Pacific
Talks
On the Street....wlth Elisa. Kayser
How do you feel about the UOP
football team?

Planning is poor in
dance program move
By Eric Swenson
Guest Columnist

Two years ago, COP Dean Roy
Whiteker established an ad hoc committee to study Dance at UOP. I was
one of two students on it. The committee met weekly for more than a
semester, studying issues like what
department Dance should be under,
how many faculty members should
work, type~ of majors and classes
offered, comparing ours with other
dance programs, etc. But perhaps the
stickiest issue was the problem of
where the dance program would be
located. It was an issue that was never
f11l •v resolved after more that five·
mOfilll~

Tina Fischer
Junior
International Relations
"I like them a lot. l know a tew
people on the team. I think that
because they lost their quarterback
it's going to be a hard year. But
I've heard that they are a really
positive and supportive team.''

01 OlSCUSSIOII.

As long as two years ago, people
knew that Engineering was eventually
going to take ' over Anderson hall,
forcing out the Dance program. But
since a dance program has so many
needs (hardwood floor, spacious,
size, mirrors and bars, access to
shower facilities) it becomes quite difficult to find such a place. At one
time, South Gym seemed a viable
choice. But any move would be a
costly one. Just an adequate wood
floor could run upwards of $15,000
to install.
I served on that committee as a
student spokesperson then, and I
write this column again as a
spokesperson for COP students. I
wish that so many decisions at this
University
would
not
be
procrastinated so as to make them

·under stress, like the Dance program.
Decisions made with a sense of
urgency are usually poor ones. A
decision to remove Dance from Anderson Hall with just three weeks
notice is an urgent decision. Even if
Dance is given a semester to relocate,
where would they move? It is clear
that many ramifications of this
decision have not been thought
through. An entire program would
literally be out on its ear halfway
through a semester. Is that good
planning? With a new $1 million
facility, in addition to its existing one,
couldn't Engineering wait until Dance
has a new home?
Regardless of these factors, it is
apparent that Dance will have to
move. But the University will have to
shell out some money for adapting a
new home for Dance. It won't come
cheaply. Dean Heyborne and the
School of Engineering have done an
admirable job in growing in size and
stature during the last few years. But
by acceding to Engineering's needs,
the University is neglecting a sizeable
number of students--138 of them-currently taking UOP dance classes.
Those students also have needs and
concerns that should be addressed
promptly and directly. Dance students
have as much fight as Engineering
students to be accorded a fair and Dear Editor:
tually have tremendous authority
equitable decision.
Usually, what's best for the ,
I am writing to the editorial campus-wide.
The 1982-83 year ended with an
"majority" isn't best for everybody. , which appeared in Sept. 16th's
Clearly, this situation falls under that Pacifican regarding the ASUOP assessment, on my part, that the
c~tegory.
Supreme Court. As a 1982-83 Justice Supreme Court needs to be created in
on the ASUOP Supreme Court and a different way; a way in which the
the student who has presented the work gets done first and the
recently adopted idea of the Supteme fulfillment and rewards of holding
Court Formation Committee, I write the title "Justice" happen later. Unfortunately, a committee appointto you in order to present a more acto pay the ASUOP fee and are curate version of this issue: the ment doesn't look as impressive on a
therefore being discriminated against. crucial issue of "the Supreme Court's Graduate School application or a
Hence the unfair fee structure. Can fate." It is essential that the facts be resume as an appointment as an
known; after all, as last week's ASUOP Justice; perhaps this had
ASUOP justify this discrimination?
Motions were made at the editorial claimed, ''the complete func- something to do with the motives of
Tuesday meeting to form a commit- tioning and integrity of our govern- the writer of last week's letter.
Granted,
the . ultimate
tee that would review the fee structure ment" is in serious jeopardy.
· The actual situation, unlike the elimination of the Supreme Court
and determine whether ot not any action should be taken. These motions sensationalism which was presented would be detrimental to the check
failed and the unfair fee structure still in the editorial, is that in the histoFy and balance system of government,
exists. How long are we going to of ASUOP there has been no Supreme • but let me remind you, the Supreme
ignore this? As a Senator, I feel an Court, yet there has been a Con- Court has never existed. However,
absolute neeCf for the formation of a stitutional provision for one. It was in democracy, integrity, and a funccommittee to review the ASUOP fee 1982-83 that the first Supreme Court tioning government have existed in
structure and will propose this again came into existence. Unfortunately, the ASUOP Court's absence. I'll furto the Senate. If the Senate again fin- however, the Justices had no specific ther suggest that this analysis is very
no solution but to keep the fee struc- duties, job descriptions, or purpose. weak ~nd quite poor, even
ture in its present state then the As a result, five Justices desperately melodramatic! Come on Senators ...
Furthermore, I must say, I was
Senate should produce a resolution tried to make the judicial branch of
justifying this support of the unfair government functional. Frustration not at all surprised to see this issue in
and idle behavior set in as there was the first Padfican of the year.
·
fee structure. .
The important point to remem- really no specific task at hand. How However, I was taken aback when
ber is the real and only issue ... the essential it is to have goals and also be reading such inaccurate, false claims
ASUOP fee structure and its aware of the desires and expectations regarding the future of the Court.
discriminating effects on those 243 of the student body when creating One would expect more research,
this body of students who will even- homework, and truth from our elecstudents.

N['6. D I SALf
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Letters to the ·E ditor

Senators should keeP cool apout Court

Is this a solution?
Dear Editor:

Ren Nosky
Senior
Econ/Pre-Law
"I feel sorry for the UOP football
team. They play a really harcl
schedule against teams that are obviously out of their league, but it
seem~ like thP FeePnts anct the
alun,n i
wa nt
them
to
remain pla yin g to make
money. The problem with that is
it creates a disinterest among the
student body when they lose and
they always do."

The unfair fee structure issue has
been very misleading. Is it a moral
issue? Does is involve the merits of
the
Community
Involvement
Program {CIP)? Is it a question of the
relationship between UOP. and the
Stockton community? No, regardless
of the CIP program there still exists
an unfair structuring of ASUOP fees
at this university.
At the Senate meeting last
Tuesday a resolution was passed not
to change the waiver of ASUOP fees
to CIP students. In effect it was a
"Non-resolving resolution". What
about the unfair fee structure? The
resolution didn't even address this
issue.
In 1969 the Board of Regents
decided to waive the ASUOP fees to
CIP students because of their fmancial need. At that time there weren't
any students whose needs were equal
to that of the CIP students. Today,
however, there are 243 such students
with a need equal to or higher that
that of the average CIP students.
These 243 non-CIP students do have

Linda Day
ASUOP Senator
{Rep. U.C. Apts.)

Students' needs not
C'Onsidered in move
Cameron Depalma
Sophomore
English
"I went a lot last year and watched
them lose and lose and Jose. I think
they put a lot more money into the
program than they really should. If
you're going to have a good team
then spend the money, but if
you're not, don't spend the money
that could be used in other areas'.''

Kevin Darling
Senior
Econ Major '

1

r

"I've been going to UOP for a
while and I've been rather disappointc~ I came from a high school
that had a team which was rated
very highly and it always did really
well. I've had trouble putting faith
in the UOP football team."

Dear Editor:
I am a senior biology major who
intends to graduate at the end of this
semester. (Barring complete cancellation of my ballet class.) Besides
current enrollment in ballet, I have
taken two previous dance courses and
have attended numerous Dance
Program performances. My cotirse
load is such that I have very little free
time to engage in a full-time physical
fitness regimen. Dance is one of my
preferred outlets for relieving stress.
and it is only after my ballet class that
I feel invigorated, poised, and ready
to return to a productive evening of
studying.
I find your actions against the
Program
highly
unDance
professional, underhanded, and indjcative of your lack of respect for an
extremely talented and qualified staff
and student program. Individually,
these instructors have spent thousanof dollars and rigorous hours of practice to merely be regarded, as your action has clearly indicated, as "charminJ!: dane~ nymphs." The "alternatives" you have presented can hardly
be deemed viable solutions, especially
within a span of three weeks time.
Obviously, you had plans to slowly
suffocate the Dance Program long
before last week's unexpected announcement. Why the heads of the
Dance program were not included in
your unscrupulous stratagem is
beyond my comprehension.
The Dance Program - both the
UOP
Company
and
visiting
professionals,
are
exceedingly
P,opular with the Stockton community and tuition-paying students. I
find it difficult to believe that after
having seen the UOP Dance Company perform, one would consider
disbanding such a talented .and commited group of individuals. Obviously, I have either assumed your

audience participation in this manner
or I have assumed you to be an intelligently qualified individual appreciative of artistic pursuits.
I realize, since the dissolution of
Winter Term, that the student body
"voice" has little effect upon administrative decision. I also realize
that the School of Engineering
provides a large portion of the tuition
paid at UOP--a major incentive for
constructing the new enginnering
facility. However, I feel this does not
absolve the administration from
presenting changes with integrity,
fairness, and an overview that take
into consideration future repercussions. I am aware that the Dance
Program does not bring in massive
amounts of dollars, such as our
nationally acclaimed underfunded
volleyball program, and for this
reason alone is not considered a
major priority. I only ask you this
question: What has happened to your
commitment to bettering UOP so that
it is truly a unique institution of excellence? Information disseminated·
by reputable sources state that if it
bad not been for the Dance
Program's contribution to uplifting
the dismal review of the Humanities
Department during the accreditation
proce~dings, UOP's future as an
ac~-<~.,.,;,.. '"~"tntion w >Uid have been
challcnl!t>U
In my role as a current ~tudent, 1
would be reticem in recommending
UOP as a culturall) · unique
educational opportunity. As a future
alumna, I would hesitate to support
an institution that would jeopardize
such diverse ~portunities as Winter
Term and the Dance Program. After
all, what, besides tuition and possible
absence of a Dance Program, now
separates UOP from any ~tot..
college?
Valerie A. Bursch

ted senators.! trust that the
ASUOP's legislative branch
from their two colleague's
sible behavior.
In summary, I personally
courage those interested in
the Supreme Court to express
terest in the committee to
President Vila and also to , ..uUIQiw..
application. I am
Supreme Court Formation
tee will succeed at its task,
a vehicle for a group of
Justices to "clarify, refine,
the philosophic ideals written
Constitution and translate them
working principles." (Thank
World Book Encyclopedia
Senators Griffen and Mayo).
Gary Groth,
ASUOP Supreme Court,
P.S. Political brilliance vs.
ignorance:ASUOP Bylaws:
Revision, Article IX. (In part)
No member of the executive,
legislative, the judicial branch
ASUOP may become a member
either of the other branches,
where expressly stated in the
Constitution.
Note: Be careful Supreme
Justice applicants ... especially if
are currently a Senator.

Information from one w ·ho knows: a CIP stude
Dear Editor
The purpose of this letter is to
serve as a basis for information. It is
also written with the intent of dealing
with the issue of Community Involvement Program students paying
the $75.00 fee.
It has come to my attention, after attending an ASUOP Senate
Meeting, Tuesday, September 20,
1983 and after talking with a few
members of the Senate, many
:;tudents are not aware that the
Community Involvement Program
exists as a part of the University of
the Pacific. They are likewise
unaware of the implications that imposing the ASUOP fee on Community Involvement Program students will have on the program.
The Community Involvement
Program was initiated in 1969, and
was organized for the sole purpose of
allowing qualified local residents an
opportunity to attend UOP by
providing tuition remission scholar-

OUR POLICY
The Pacifican is published
eve~y F~iday by students of the
Um~eTSlty of the Pacific, except
durmg vacation periods. Comments from Pacifican readers are
welcome. Guest columns and letters to the editor are limited to 250
words and should be submitted in
typed form by 5 p.m. Tuesday to
the Pacifican, 3rd floor, North
Hall. _The Pacifican staff reserves
the n.ght to ~dit. all submitted
matenal. Edttonal comments
ref!ect. the views of the Pacifican
.edttonal board, unless signed.
.~taft Members of the
Pa~iflca~ can be reached at
Umverslty
of the
Pacific
Stockton,
California
9521 l
(209)946-2114.

ships for full or partial tuition costs.
Since its inception, the Community Involvement Program has
provided access to educational opportunities
. . for low-income
..
, ethnic
mmonty students, as well as other
students.
It is my sincerest hope that after
~ou ~~~e read this letter you become
mqu!Sltlve as to the manifest and
latent effects that the wishes of a few
ASUOP students will have on the
Community Involvement Program.
~orne of the more pertinent
questlons that you should ask as well
as those I woul~ like an answe~ are:
(1) Why ratse this issue now after
, the program has been in existence
at the University for some 14
years?
~2~ ~ho are the individuals that
m~tl~ted and eventually caused
th1s 1ssue to surface?
(3) Are these individuals who
brought this issue to the
!orefront, totally aware of the
lmpact that this issue will have
on a program like the Com-

munity Involvement Program? '
I am of the impression that it
on the part of a few individuals,
this important issue surfaced
the summer. My concern with
issue is that the opinion of a
few is being passed as a
the en~ire ASUOP Senate,
consultmg the Senate Body as
whole. After all, the ASUOP
does not meet during the summer.
In fact, I am not sure if the
that the Community
Program students were
required to pay is the real issue.
it just an attempt on the part of
individuals to make a name for
selves at the expense of poor
I sincerely hope that
situation can be resolved in
professional manner, with all ~
terested parties becoming fullY ~
formed as to the position of ~
group.
Sincere!!
James Smith CIP Stud~
Sociology ~nd Reli~.
Studies fda
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ffices .eediJ.'IOVe to , adjust for change

Kris~in

NEWS

Roncarottl

Starr Writer

The headquarters for the School
~f Business and Public Adinistration and College of the
tacific, as well as various other UOP
bffices, are in the process of, or have
been relocated.
Weber Hall, presently the site of
the Chemistry Department, is to
beCome the permanent location for
the SBPA, now located in North
Hall. The decision to move the school
Weber Hall was made by the
school's administration for two
Jpecific reasons, according to Roy
~anCleve, Assistant Dean of the SBpA. The first reason seen for the
was the need for additional
and facilities for the increased
of faculty added to the
since its beginning in 1977.
new facilities in Weber Hall are
include not only additional offices
faculty, but will also facilitate the

rooms lepfort facJhtles,. (conference
student four~ an semmar rool?s,
laboratory un Js, an accoun~ng
studio) ne~dan computer termmal
plex.
ed for a stronger comThe facul
.
under const t~.offlces are prese~tly
and Van Cl rue 10n and renovation,
could b.e moev~ ~ee~ t~at tll faculty
present tim ve m Y t e all. At the
members h e, th~re are ten faculty
Chemistry ~used~n We?er Hall. The
ferred to S ~~~ ment IS to be tran'
Th ou
ampus.
change e is ~~cond dr~ason for the
manent h
e f nee h ~r a more pe.rable to horne or t e BPA that w1ll
port f ·~~se b~th faculty and supfacTt'aCll les. resently the SBPA
Illes are . scattered all over the
~~~~us, t whtchh place~ UOP at a
t
t~anbas: w en bemg compared
. 0 0 er usmess schools, because of
~~ sc:ttered atmosphere. This was
~n. t Y !l0 t obnly by the SBPA ad-

the accrediting team which visited the
school within the last couple of years.
The accrediting team was very
pleased with the plansl for the
relocation of. the school into Weber,
and felt that 1t would make the SBPA
program much stronger overall. Van
Cleve stated the overall goals of the
school by saying, "our intent in the
long run, is to provide ·us with a
physical plant which makes us competitive with other schools not only in
California, but across the nation.
Van Cleve feels ·t he move of the
entire school. faculty and -· :ooort
services, could take place within
I Yz yea~~
College of the Pacific i5 also in
the process of relocaL ...E. as
Programs. the COP Deans Office has
already been transferred onto the first
floor, from its previous location on
the second floor of Knoles Hall.
Roy Whittaker, Dean of the
College of the Pacific, noted that the

COP administration, rather it was
due to a number of office changes
within WPC that made it possible for
COP to move in their offices. The frr~t
relocation was the move of the Ofti"<.
of International Services to the
Bechtel Center, and the former OIS
Offices are now the Deans Office.
The Deans Office was replaced by the
Center for Lifelong Learning and ·
Graduate Study Programs, which
were formerly housed on the first
floor of WPC. This office is to be
used for additional office space. The
staff offices of the political science,
Black Studies, and sociology deparments, will be moved into WPC from
their present location in Bannister
Hall. The East End of Bannister will
now become the home for the
Housing Office and Food Services.
The West End will be used for offices
for the School of Education and the
Community Involvement Program.
Dean Whittaker sees the new

beneficial to the school because of its
more central location to students. the
move also allowed for the addition of
' a computer terminal which is tied
directly to the Registrars Office,
giving instant access to their files.
Another relocation of an office,
although not as extensive, is the new
location of the UOP box office, now
located at Long Theatre.
The Office o f Student Life is also
doing some moving around of its
staff. The Office of Vice-Presideqt
of Student Life, Judy Chambers, will
be moved across the hall where the
Graduate St~dy Offices used to be.
Also across the hall will be the office
of the new University Chaplain, Dr.
Gary Putnam. The Dean of Students
Office, William Barr, will transfer into Judy Chambers Office; and Director of Residential Life, Jess Marks,
will move into Dean Barr's Office.
The Director o f Residential Life Of·
fice will be filled by five Residential

~-------------•m-m•t•s•r•a•tt•o•n•._u•t•w•a•s-a•~•o•n•o•t•~-b~y~ ~"~~~ci~~~~ ~~~~~~of~hci~as ~L~i·~•D-k•ec•t•o•"··-------~

c-~~~~ etty cash withdraw T~~~ns~!!.c~~tin J?a~~~~~~!guan
By Karen Campbell
Aaslst•at News Editor

On the night of September 26th
the University Finance Center experienced its first break-in burglary.
The break-in was discovered by
the finance center employees the
morning of September 27th. It was
apparent that the suspect(s) had entered the building by removing a window pane with a sharp-edged tool.
The suspect(s), unable to go through
the iron gates that secured the large
•llltuvu.u~:o of cash and receipts, began
the desk drawers. The
stumbled on some loose
in the back of one of the drawers
was able to unlock the cashier's
that held the petty cash.
'The drawer contained a bank
with rolls of quarters, dimes and
and some loose currency. The
arrarently grabbed the bag,
made another hurried <;t>.arch of the
room, gettiug ~oo~~ change 1 rom me
drawers, and exited

through the window. The police
estimate that the crime took no longer
that twenty minutes to complete. The
total amount of money removed from
the building was $295.00.
"It's really ironic" states Larry
Brimm, finance center controller, "A
safe for the petty cash is on back order and plans are in the works for a
night deposit window. Two more
weeks and they wouldn't have been
able to get a thing.
The Finance Center security
system consists of panic buttons for
the cashiers much like the one that
bank tellers use. The large amounts
of cash and receipts are kept in a safe
that is secur~ behind iron bars.
" They knew what was here,"'
continues Brimm "probably just
the sign that says Finance Center on
the front. They just got lucky ."
Brimm expressed that there are
changes being made as a result of the
break-in. The first is that new locks
will '::le pu t on the windows that are
secur~ in a different fashion.
second is the safe that 1s on 1ts way .

StaffWrlter

Dr. Harvey Williams. professor
of Sociology at University of the
Pacific, will be giving a report on
Nicaragua for the "World on Wednesday" program, Wednesday, October 12th at 12:00 noon in the
Bechtel International Center.
Dr. Williams spent this past
summer in Nicaragua doing research
for his professional papers. He is
nationally recognized in Central
America, and has many personal contacts because ~f his expertise.
After spending many years
studying and teaching in Nicaragua,
Dr. Williams has gained extensive
knowledge about their society, its
problems,
and
American
involvement. His major concern is our
country's tremendous amount of
misinlt:rpretation be\.aUSC \Jf our
ignorunct: of their situation . He
believes this to be the fault of our
government. "I don't know if
Reagan knows the difference between
Communism and SOCIALISM. I
think he thinks Nicaragua is Communist and it's not, it's an indirect
Democracy."

Revolution, Dr. WiiJiams feels it is a
disgrace that our government is supporting the Counter Revolutionaries
who continue to kill innocent people.
Just recently a French doctor and six
health workers were brutally murdered by Counter Revolutionaries.
" That kind of barbarianism ts what
we are paying for. Our President is
actually asking ou.- country for
money to support these people," he
~aid . .
A Nicaraguan once quoted, ''We
don't want you to utilize the
Revolution . we just want yon to see it
for what it is and to tell the truth."
If VOll w:mt to hP<>" .,.,~ ..... n l' the
truth join us for Dr. Williams' talk
"World on Wednesday." This event
is brought to you through the Office
of International Programs and the
Office of International Services.
The program and lunch will be
free to students. A $1 to $2 donation
for all non students will be asked for
to cover the cost of lunch that is ineluded.
"The World on W~dnesday"
programs are sponsored by the
ColleP.P M the Pacific As ~0ciation,
Food Serivces, and "Upbeat."

Job Search
Spanish l tllor 5.00 ph flexible
hours. Tran-dare ktters and write
IIetters .
Health · <H' \'' 'iistant- 3.75 4
hrs./day bet11 L' l ' ll ~"> .1m and 8 pm.
Bilingual Spam· ! 1 and English.
Own transport <1 1iilll
Tape Rcwl'hkl - 3.35 ph or
commissi on -1 :,, ~/ day . Own
transportati('··

efuJ Supreme
ustioc applicanrs ... especiallY if

• 1

'Aaker - 4.00
, •od lettering
,at IOn.

Nursery ,, ,,c,Lianr - 3.50 ph
Wednesday, ( ), 1. : th. II am - 2
pm. I day on l1
These < ··e •il a l'ew or the
jobs listed "1 1' . . he Placement
Center. Be '· Ill · ;,nd check the
bulletin boa"'' i"' • •Iher listing.,s . .•

: a CIP stude

..

On Monday, Oct. 10, the Upsilon Pi colony of Delta Sigma Pi
will hold a meeting on the second
floor of the Science Building, suite
A, at 7 pm. Delta Sigma Pi is a
business fraternity open to all
students in SBPA. All those interested in joining the fraternity
should be at this meeting. Further
information can be obtained by
contacting the followin P ctH.i •·PI ' J
Bill Shaw
'J44-7306
Ben Carmichael 957-5142
941-4012
Ken Abdalla

A SPA Workshop
The UOP chapter of ASP
(American Society of Pers0nnn' A~
ministrators) will sponsor an trr; epth
re;ume workshop nn OM 1"' " "'t
7:00pm in the Regents Dining ~<,nm.
Pc0ple mleresled ~>ilould sulmm ......r
temporary resume by Oct. 7th to
Tony Kulisch in the SBPA office.
Resumes will be examined by
professionals in Stockton and retttfned at the General meeting.

Anchor Splash

ph flexive advanced

r currently Senator.

AdvtrllsmR

Delta Sigma Pi

The second annual Anchor
Splash, sponsored by Delta Gamma Fraternity, will be held Oct. 8
at the University of the Pacific
swimming pool. Anchor Splash is
a campus-wide competition swim
meet to raise money for Sight Conservation and Aid to the Blind.
During the Splash cimpetition,
male contestants will compete for
the title of Mr. Anchor Splash.
Contestants will be judged on th
basis of body build, poise, and
presentation.

Your College Ring. • • a timeless symbol ofyour achievements

Be

Ali on Rae o~l(J.IIJ!l
Jeff Ratcliff ers

Pacific
Update

~.00

Algebra
ble hours. ·
algebra. ·
Poster a1
ph flexible IJ,
skills. O~n t: ..

3

I

Jr{anal

Bookstore
Oct. 11-12-13 10 am-3 pm
}

4
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ENTERTAINMENT
~suicide':
By Dawn Polvorosa
Entertainment Editor

Tbe Suldde, directed by Dr.
William Wolak, was a good beginninll for UOP's drama season. This
Rt!"i"n rl!\v wrillen hv Nil<ol!\i
Erdman provided a deceiv.ingly light
hearted weekend diversion.
~: Wolak superbly directed the
J·' vts , members. Amidst the
•'• '"''"dP.(, stage the cast successfully
diverted any sense of confusion.
Scenes where the entire company was
on stage were handled with
professional ease.
The Suicide features David
Richter as Semyon Semyonovich
Podsekalnikov, Leslie McCauley as
Maria Lukianovna Pdsekalnikov,
and Dana Axelrod in the role of
Serafima Ilyinichna. The wedded
couple of Semyon Semyonovich and
Maria Lukianovna live in a dreary
apartment decorated with hammer
and sickle wallpaper. In the same
..apartment is Maria Lukianovna's
mother, Serafima Ilyinichna. And,
not far away is the capitalizing duo of
Alexander Petrovich Kalabushkin
(David McCaleb) and Margarita
Ivanovna (Hilary Hope Hendr ''::'<!>).
These five lead roles were play ' by
veteram of lhe UOP Drama Department productions l'lnd 'iccorrlingly,
:heir !Jt'rform~nr,.~ Wf'TP !'P't' good .
However, newcomer~ Charles Northdrufl (a~ Egor Timofeevich) and
Laurel Siewert (as the old woman)
left me unconvinced.

comedy.is a success

Tbe Suicide is billed as a
comedy, but it has substantial
political symbolism and undertones.
The story takes place in the 1930's, a
time when the Russian people own
only their name, this possession is
obviously important as all characters
are addressed by their entire name
throughout the play. Semyon
Semyonovich, who contemplates
suicide, does so because he realizes
that a suicidal death provides more
meaning to life than life itself. Facing
death makes 'citizen' Semyon
Semyonovich unafraid, he feels like
"a dictator, a czar, in the face of
death.''
Semyon Semyonovich did not
originally contemplate death until he
failed to master the art of playing the
tuba. The reason for failure with the
tuba parallels the reasons for failure
of the early years of the Russian
Revolution; the instructions given
were too vague and ultimately
useless. •
The comedy in Tbe Suicide is
provided in the form of patronizing
gypsies and ineffective KGB officers.
These characters deliver visual humor
which tends to overpower the otherwise dramatic scenes. Despite the
jovial efforts of the band of gypsies
and KGB, the most amazing scene
came when Semyon Semyonovich
learned how to blow into the tuba and
play the musical scales.
This prod~tion of Tbe Suicide,
along with the cast members and
technical crew, ~ is entered in the

American College Theatre Festival.
This annual competition involves
more than 400 productions from local
and regional campuses with regional
champions progressing on to national
competition in Washington D.C.'s

John F. Kennedy Center for the Performing Arts. .
The Suicide is a wonderful
example of the quality production
the UOP Drama Department has
always offered.
·••••

The Manhattan Transfer
Bodies and Souls
Atlantic
·~•·••·•
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are
ing in UOP_'s d~ama production of The Suicide. Showing this Friday
Saturday mght m the drama building theatre.

night~

rtio TRICKS JUST~iREATS~AT'l

t Nutcracker ~weele

!~

A repr~sentative of the University
of San D1e~o, and the National Center
for aralegal Training's

LAWYER'S ASSISTANT PROGRAM
will be on campus

A Large Selection
of Hallo~e~n Candies

- _::~::::::s

~

Wednesday, October 12, 1983 @ 2:00pm
to discus.s details of the Program and career
opportun1t1es ~or college graduates in this
growmg, new f1eld.

I

-truffles
-chocolates

. . . You may qualify for this intensive 12
week, post.graduate course, which en.
abies you to put your education to work
as a skilled member of the legal team.

Bridges

Warehouse

474-6887

743·6890

~~~.q,~~~o<Q><O'>~

Len Breakfield
Bill Simoni
602 E. Market
Stockton.. Calif.

Please contact your Career
Planninq Office at 946-2361.

The Manhattan Transfer, a
Grammy Award winning voc~
jazz quartet, has just released theu
seventh album, Bodies and Souls.
The group was formed back in
1972 by 1 !!!'I .Hauser, Aia•1 raul,
Janis Siegel, and Laurel Masse
(who has since been replaced by
Cheryl Bentyne). Since the release
of their first album, Tbe Manbat·
tan Transfer, this talented quartet
has released many successful
singles including "Tuxedo Juntion," "Chanson D'Amour,"
"Birdland," "Twilight Zone/
Twilight Tone," "Route 66, " and
"boy hom New York Cily. ·
Their latest single is "Spice of
Life" which can be heard on most
top forty radio stations.
Their sophisticated harmony
and strong theatrical bent brought
the Manhattan Transfer a great
deal of attention in dinner clubs
and cabarets throughout New York.
While enjoying their newly found
popularity, the Transfer was of-.
fered a chance to go to Hollywood
and receive nationwide exposure
on their own CBS-TV miniseries.
This was the break the group
needed and after completing the
miniseries the quartet signed a contract with Atlantic Records. In
1975 they released their first
album, Tbe Manhattan Transfer.
Bodies and Souls, the group 's
seventh album, is a far departure
from the past jazz style associated
with the Manhattan Transfer. Rod
' Temperton (a vocalist and composer for the group Heatwave)
wrote and arranged several selections appearing on this new
release. He wrote "Spice of Life"
which is getting a considerable

The Shamrock
. In association with the
5th Rank NCAA UOP
LADIES Tiger Softball Team.

Med.
$4.85

2 Topping
3 Topping

5 . 75

The Shamrock

6 . ,.5

Veggies

6 .00

Pepperoni
Mushroom s
Bell pepper

13"

1 6"

Large

X-Large

16 oz.

$7 .00

$8.45
9. /5

Pepsi
Pepsi Light
Sprite
Orange
Rootbeer
Ice Tea

7 .80
8 .40
8 .00

10. 75
9 45

Choic e of Toppings

466-5678
466-5679
Free' Delivery
toUOP
6 PM to 10

TRY ITI YOU'Ll. LIKE IT!
tO"

amount of air play. This chan
a funk feel to it with Janis
being the featur~ vocalist.
five man horn section used in
composition is very precise.
Wonder plays a harmonica
. which adds a nice touch to
piece in general. Although
isn't a swing chart like one
expect, the quality o~ the
tan Transfer's work IS as
as ever.
"Mystery" is a ballad
features Janis Sieg~J. Her
quality on this track is superb.
' close harmony on expects to
in a Transfer ballad is not
in this piece. "Mystery"
for excellent easy m>~.en:mll
sacrificing quality for :uutiJu.cnv
The second side of this
is quite exciting. "Code of
was arranged by Alan Paul. It
been dedicated to the athletes
the 1984 Olympics. The
is very rich and the
vocal lines have been exe:cuted
perfection. "Malaise
follows "Code of
composition has a very
melodic line mixed in with
rich harmony. This piece is an
standing
example
of
sophisticated style of the
tan Transfer.
"Down
South
1\lfeeting" is one of the
best tracks . Janis Siegel's
<~ ·;ocal jazz arranger is i:lo~;omtrlll
phenomenal. She has
~eHent use of the gospel """''·HIUU
response techniques and rnt••.,•••M•
this into this up tempo swing
The overall effect is outst~mdi1nt
as is the vocal work by
dividual member. Cheryl
has a solo which shows her at
best.
"Down
South
Meeting" will be a favorite of
yocal jazz fans.
Bodies and Souls is a
departure from the
albums released by the Transfer.
The group is breaking away from
its reputation of being a strictly
jaz+ oriented group. The quarteti
better than before and this
shows their versatilitiy as vrn:arnu..,.,.q...~,..-.c~~-.;#..O•..,~..,.JIIll
Bodies and Souls provides for u·•-cellent listening and the album
highly recommendable. Inciden·
tally, the Manhattan transfer is
planning to release a video tape
their new cut, "Spice of Life," for
worldwide distribution. Look for
it!

Salami

. 50

Olives

Onions

Anchovies

and Pineapple & Ham

"Eat 'Em Up''

-------
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Mt. Mike' s
TV Ads on

INtY·11/

KICU·36
Thio, coupon ~ood
''" a. II memb\!r' of
Y''ur pArty.
D,'M.:', n\lt apply tu
uth.cr dic.,count\.

OffER EXPIRES:

1433 March Lane • Stockton • 478 -2214
, :r-ho Be ta Center Pe rsh1ng & March lane

---·COUPON·--0 E . 7 DAYS • LUNCH & DINNER
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Yes!

Nowyou~~ir~~~.~~Y <!~OD TASTE?

couple of bucks. Just wear shirts and visors
that say "Dos Equis." After all those
are foreign words. And anyone 'in co lie e
~--·knows people who wear stuff with fore~gn
-

S sand alligators have good tast
~· order your kind of good t
~·
Equ IS sportswear today. And re~te 'n Dos
e~t hyour peanut butter and jelly semdber to
WIC es over the sink
an -
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ENTERTAINMENT
I

By Amy Lawrence

j~ity

Ea~h portrait has an unobtrusive
glow surrounding the head of the victim. "I didn't want to be corny,, Piel
explained, "it's a little aura • that's
the tribute: •
'
The final portrait is an unidentifiable
victim,
deemed
"anonymous,. Piel concluded the
series this way because "before I
know it, there will be another one
(assasination). This will always be the
last picture, because there will always
be another victim.' •
Piel began this project before
John Lennon was killed. The original
series was to include Lincoln through
Robert Kennedy, but the project grew
after the deaths of Lennon and
Sadat.
.
In fact, the original show, which
opened in November 1981, was entitled "From Linclon to Lennon"
{the title remains today) even though
the last portrait is of Sadat. Sadat was
killed two months before the
opening, and Piel felt he should be
included.
Piellives in San Luis Obispo and
teaches art at Cal Poly. He is working
on another project called "They Died
Young,, including famous people
like Marilyn Monroe, James Dean,
and Jimi Hendrix.
"From Lincoln to Lennon, is on
tour on many college campuses, and ~
will be in UOP's University Center i
Art Gallery through October 14.
:;:,
The statements Piel makes in this ~
exhibit are simple, yet overwhelming. ~
One can't help being stunned, and ~
,
d
capttvate .
fe

ALMOND AND WALNUT
MEATS FOR SALE
WITHIN WALKING
~ DISTANCE FROM U.O.P.
-~31 after 5p.m.

imits

By Christ Bertsch
Staff W rlter

.

.

·

riArtist Dan P1el stands by one of hts seven
vers
of whtch have
been assassinaled. His exhibit will be at !he U.C. Gallery until October 14.
o.Q'>~~ ~

.
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ROSE PHARMACY
Costume Rentals

A historical brick structure, at the head of the Stockton Channel has
been remodeled to house an assortment of boutiques and restaurants.
The 47,500 square-foot facility was a warehouse, in the late 1800's,
for the Sperry Union Mill when Stockton was a major grain-milling center. Sacks of Sperry's famous "drifted-snow flour" were loaded onto
Delta steamers just outside the warehouse's arched doorways.
Now, the "Warehouse," as it has been named, is part of Stockton's
$100 million waterfront redevelopment project, overseen by the SDI
Community Developers of Stockton.
The Warehouse is partitioned with huge beams into two floors.
Each floor is lined whh shops and divided by a central corridor of tile,
cobblestone, planks, fountains, shrubs, stairways, victorian lamps and a
glass-walled elevator.
Although shops started moving in a year ago, the facility is still half
vacant. Most of the stores are gift shops and offer a wide variety of
items. Shops include Wavel's Bath Boutique, Your One-Stop Doll Shop,
Jan's Macrame Loft, It's a Jungle (women's import clothing boutique),
Port of Call {men's and women's apparel, antiques and gifts), and
Petals, Etc. (flowers, gifts and accessories).
The Warehouse has five distinctly diversified restaurants and two
specialty-food shops, each reflecting a single theme in enviro~ment and
·cuisine: Chez Zabeth (French cafe), Peta's {German), The Ftsh Market
(seafood), Numero Uno (pizza and pasta), Nutracker Sweete (confections), Honey Treat (yogurt), and the Warehouse Restaurant {steaks and
seafood).
.
Decorated with kegs, barrels, crates, cargo nets and other ttems
which bear some historical link to the facility, the Warehouse
Restaurant also features live rock 'n roll bands and nightly dancing.
Almost all, the restaurants mentioned are equipped with sunny patios
overlooking the harbor.
Recently, the fourth annual Dixieland Jazz Jubilee, consis.ting of 25
bands, was held at the Warehouse. It was believed to be the thud largest
jazz festival in the United States.
The frrst Stockton boat show will be held at the War~house this
weekend featuring cruisers, houseboats, runabouts, fishing craft and
marine accessories. Admission is $3.
·
To get to the Warehouse from UOP, take 1-S to the Downtown
Stockton exit then the El Dorado Street offramp. At El Dorado, turn
left, continue 'three li~fs to Weber Avenue, turn left again and continue
on Weber a short distance to the Waterfront yacht Harbor.
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l;rf'f>k Week '83
Sa turd a\, Oct. K
Delta G~mma \nchor Splash
UOP P•ml. I :00 p.m. -4:00p. m.
Om~ga l'hi Psi All-Greek Dance
Ra\ mond Great Hall

Zales dtamond
wedding specials!

•ree' Delivery
o UOP Studenb
. 6 PM to 10 PN .

Sunday, Oct. I)
All Greek Car Wash
Fraternity Cirl'le , 12:00 noon-4:00 p.m .
Greek Nih' at (;uiseppes
4415 Pacific A\c ., 6:00p.m .
Monday, Oct. 10
Jersey Day
College Bowl Preliminarie!>
UC Theatre, 12:00 noon
Greek "Sit-In" mo' it:: ANIMAL
HOUSE D.G I Archania Lawn , 9:00p.m.

Solitaire,
14 karat gold

Solitaires, bridal sets; wedding
bands, duos, trios - Zales has
them all. Many are even
marked at savings of 20% to
25% off their original prices.
And at Zales we offer convenient credit and a 90-day
refund policy, so ask for details.
'

WIN AN
ENCHANTED
WEDDING!
All-expense-paid grand prize
includes:
• Wedding on the Queen Mary
or in your hometown, coordinated by a "Bride's Magazine" consultant.
• Honeymoon trip on the
Orient Express.
• $10,000 Zales jew~lry
wardrobe. ·
14 additional prizes:
• 7-Day Caribbean cruise.
Air transportation courtesy of
American Airlines. No purchase necessary.
void where prohibited. Sweepstakes ends
Oct. 31. Ask for details at any Zales.

$99

Tuesday, Oct. 11
Sorority vs. Fraternity Trike Race
Fraternity Circle, 12:00 noon
Greek Sing
Sorority Circle, 7:00 p.m .

Jacket wedding band,
14 karat gold
(Solitaire
included.)

~g~~=·"~Oo6 $299

•

$399
Save 20-25% on a special collection
of diamond wedding jewelry.

ZALES
The Diamond Store

Friday, Oct. 14
College Bowl Finals
U.Cen. Theatre, 12:00 noon
Rotational Parties
9:00 p.m. - I :00 a.m.
Saturday, Oct. 15
Chariot Race
Half-Time UOP Football Game.

IIIJ

ODD

Sponsored by

.is all you need to know~
, Mastn'Card • VISA • Amtrlcan ExJiftll • Cant Blanche • Diners Club • Jllustntlons enlarged .
MAJOR CREDIT CARDS ACCEPTED: Zales Credit ~
_..... ot included n...~•nal prices shown on eYtrY item. All items subject to prior sale.
le<:ted merchandise. Entin atu.;a n
· ~,,..
.
Sale prices dfectiw on se
Items illustnnd not neuuarlly those on sale.

..

Wednesday, Ol'l. 12
College Bowl
U.C. Theatre, 12:00 noon
Presidents of llou~cs vs. Faculty
Volleyball Gam.:
D.O ./ Archanta I ~wn, 4:30p.m.
Greek Tug of \\ ar
D.C./Archania Lawn, 5:15p.m.
All Greek Rar-b-que
D.C./ An.:hania Lawn, 5:45 p.m.
Thursda), Oct. 13
Greek Dating Game
u.C. Theatre, 12:00 noon
Circle Dance
·
Fraternity Circle, 8:00-11:00 p.m .

Solitaire bridal set,
14 karat gold

•

Babka BeerCo.•1245W. Weber Ave. • (209)948·9400
.
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Ballet Season
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Opening

~

A second annual International
Awards Gala on Saturday Oct. 8 will
launch the San Joaquin Ballet's new
season. Seven award-winning dancers from six different c0untries will
appear at this festive Gala.
Ticket orice is $15.00 for adults.
" For more information call477-4141.

.

:
•,

·iuicide to conclude
I he final three University of
the Pacific performances of The
'-:utcide by Nikolai Erdman are
>cheduled for 8 p.m. this Thurday, Friday and Saturday (Oct. 68) in the Studio Theatre on the
South Campus.
For reservations and ticket information contact the box office at
946-2118.

Loggins at UOP
Tickets are still available for
the Kenny Loggins concert at
UnivE'r~itv of thE' P!:lcifk on l;)un
day (Oct: 9).
i ne l Pill !Jl U~l cUJI Ill the
Spanos Center will be sponsored
by the Associated Students
(ASUOP) and includes a special
guest who will open the show.
Tickets are $10.50 for
·,SUOP card holders at all
l'icketron and Bass outlets, plus
1c Long Theatre Box Office on
te UOP South Campus.

Mountain Visions
Friday, Oct. 14, at UOP's Long
Theatre, something spectacular will
be taking place. Gary Grimm and
Katy Flanagan will bring their
"Mnnnt:~in Vi<:inn~ " t n '-tockton.
Beginning at 8 p.m., ticket price is
$J.W tor f\,:)UVi-

IAilU

uuitlt:I S.

Photo Seminar
Gluskin's Camera Corner is
conducting another free Seminar
on Thursday evening, October
13th, from 7:30 to 9:30pm at 2110
Pacific Avenue in Stockton. The
program is entitled "NORMAN
LIGHTING SCHOOL", and will
be conducted by Mark Mather.
For more information call
(209) 466-5686.

Songwriter's
Conference
The Song and Sound, the
day) r>'1 !.' third ann:1n! ~orthern
California Songwriter's Conference. to be held at the beautiful Syntex Corp. factliues in Palo Alto
under the co-sponsorship of South
Bay Songwriter's Association and
Guitar Showcase. This event will
take place on October 8. Cost is
$35.00 in advance, $40.00 at the
door. Call SBSA, (415) 327-8296,
for details.

· Concert for
Brahms B-Day
fhc l:'i Utlt artlli\CI''>ill' \ ol'thc birth of
Johannes Hrahms wtli ·bt' observed in
a "Mostly Brahms" concert at the
University of the Pacific Conservatory of Music Auditorium on
Tuesday, Oct. 11.
The 8:15 p.m. program will
feature Conservatory cello professor
Ira Lehn and several faculty
colleagues in the Resident Artist
Series event. Admission for the
general public will be a $2 scholar~hip
donation at the door
Lehn will hE' :r~sisted in the first
half,
hv
pianr ~ t
Ann e tt e
Johnson for " Sonata no. 1 in E
Minor, Opus 38'' by Brahms and the
Stockton premiere of "Sonata" by
Istvan Szelenyi, a Hungarian composer. The Szelenyi piece, written in
1957, is reminiscent of Poulenc and in
the final :-:-: _ . ·1em similar to
Shostakovich .
The final portion of tlrP nrnor11m
will feature " Sextet No. 1 in B
Major, O,.u" Io t •>r thms. This
work, de~crihE'd as the most enjoyable of the few 'tring sextet ever
written, will include Warren van
Bronkhorst and Mutsuko Cooper on
violins, Thomas and Eleanor Tatton
as violists and former graduate cellist
Patricia Hoile.

Need something? ASUOP
By Amy Lawrence
Staff W rlter

. Yes, you say, you wanl to have
an excellent year, but what does
ASUOP have to do with anything?
Probably a lot more than you realize.
You figure that ASUOP is just
those people who run those boring
campus government meetings every
so often. Wrong! (And they are a far
cry from boring--did you read about
last week's CIP controversy?)
ASUOP has a lot to do with
making this campus a great place to
live. There is a wide range of activities
and services generated by ASUOP
that you probably never knew
existed.
Granted, you must know that
ASUOP sponsors those excellent
movies every weekend, and you
probably know that ASUOP brings
big name entertainment to campus,
like the upcoming Kenny Loggins

conct>rt But there is so much more!
For example: suppose your goal
to make this year the most exciting
ever gets a bit out of hand, and you
get into an uneasy situation with the
law. No problem! Just get in touch
with the ASUOP Legal Services Center for some free advice .
If your problems seem too overwhelming, you might decide to get
out of town for a while. A one way
ticket to Rio probably won't help you
solve your problems in the long run,
but if that's what you want, contact
the ASUOP travel service for some
friendly help and the most convenient
arrangements.
Perhaps you just need to drown
your sorrows in a six-pack of Dr.
Pepper and a bag of Doritos. The
student store (ASUOP-run, of course)
has what you uc:ed.
Say you're just really bogged
down in classes but you prefer to take
steps other than the junk food

-

solution. The CIP student tutorial
program will help you get out from
under that wave of confusion in your
classes.
If you have a real conflict in one
of your classes, the Grade Grievance
Committee (GGC) is there to help
you out. They do emphasize that you
talk to your professor, talk to the
department chair, and talk with the
school's Dean; but if those steps
don't get you the results you need, the
GGC is there to help.
The GGC is, in fact, a part of the
Academic Affairs Council, which
operates to represent the students and
keep them informed.
Speal-:ing of informing, our .c:
beloved Pad.fican is funded in part by ~
the ASUOP, and where would we be~
without our campus newspaper?
Are you getting the picture?
ASUOP is made up of students for
the students. Most of the offices are

Gold medal experience at UOP

Pictured are ASUOP members during staff meeting.

By Kevin Messenger

polo career at Stanford, Burke was Olympic Committee by providing
selected to play for the U.S. squad in jobs for Olympic athletes while at the
'lt,.ff Wrlttr
the 1979 Pan-Am Games in Puerto same time allowing them to train and
1), ·•· ~ 1 t
1'' 1' 11.raduate of
Rico. After winning the prestigious work-out on a regular basis.
<;tanro. ! t. n :\ Cf '!' . 1, no stranger gold medal, he immediately began
Currently, Burke wortc" ·OUt at
training for the 1980 U.S. Olympic the Tiger pool and weight room
tf' '~• ~ ... .. '"
n i ke
h;~~ not only participated in, but won
water polo squad, a team in which he during the week due to the coaching
,.,.ol' ~.....
...
' .... sn
was chosen to play for, but which and gt!•uan•:e r!<: :1:!~ :':~t:l'!.-d from
Pan-AIT\er 1Ca.'1 I ·ames.
I~ •:• II I t';lltly · could not participate due to the U.S.
UOP water polo coach, Dennis
training for the ' 84 summer Olympics boycott of the Games in Moscow.
Nugent, and Lady Tiger swim coach
~r :.0o Angf'lr~
Doug's tr?.ining
As the summer of '83 rapidly Gary Dozier. Burke frequently visits
I ' h~openmP 11on• i11•rp ·j t oor , '"vel
approached, Burke found himself .the Tigers' practices, lending the
sity or the Pacific.
preparing to leave for Caracas
U.O.P. team his expertise and
r vu• ···. ...g a 'ul;~,;~siui .vat..;
Venezuela, the sight of the 1983 Pan: knowledge from his own playing exAm Games. Again, Burke and his
perience~
On the weekends,
U.S. teammates defeated Cuba for
however, he heads for Southern
the gold medal. "Winning the gold
California, Lung Beach iu panicular,
medals, standing on the block with to piacltce wun 111~ L-.atll.
, .tc team
the rest of my team and seeing the is basically the same as which won the
U.S. flag being raised was my greatest gold medals in '79 and ' 83," said
mornent."said Burke. "It makes all
Burke.
the work, time, and effort seem worthHad his team competed in the
while. You seem to· forget all the
'80 Olympics, they would have
pain and hard times, '' Burke added.
probably disbanded by now. Burke
Following the '83 Pan-Am contends though, that his continuing
Games, Burke made a full-fledged ef- to play :s more than just trying for
fort to strive for the '84 Olympics·
"Olym"'i" Golci " ""ve continued
Part of his program to smve for beca11sc f like the :nt eraction among
the gold in L.A. involves working at all the ptay.:•~. """·" ~u.-t<:e.
the First Interstate Bank through the
Hopefully wr Doug and his
Ol y mpi c Job Oppo r tuniti es team, they won't have to call it quits
Program. This program works in without first claiming a gold medal
Doug Burke
cooperation with the ~nited States
from the 1984 Summer Olympics.
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Pumpkin party 1n

anu

By Beverly Newman
Staff Writer

Manteca, the pumpkin capital
of the world, is holding the annual
Pumpkin Festival from October 13
thru October 16. The festival, held
at the corner of Northgate and
Main, is a nine-year tradition of
the Manteca community. People
come from all over to participate
in the four days of festivities. This
year over 70,000 visitors are expected to attend.
The events will begin on Thurday night with the lighting of the
pumpkin torch. Afterwards, Miss
Pumpkin will be crowned. Friday
the festivities continue with a $1.98
Beauty Contest" at 7:OOpm and a
"Dirt Dance" at 9:00pm.
Saturday the fun starts early
with a Pumpkin Run a t 9:00 am
(registrations accepted from 7~308:30am). At !O:OOam a kiddie
parade will march down Northgate
Drive. A "diaper derby," sponsored by the Jaycee Women,

begins at 1:OOpm and an ugly doa
contest will follow directly at
4:00pm. One of the final
will be a men' s legs contest. Prius
will be awarded to all the contest
winners at 6:30pm on Saturday
night. After the prizes have been
given out, a talent show will begin
at 7:00pm. The evening ends with a
concert from the local country.
rock band, the Mandru Brothen,
at 9:30pm.
Sunday the ceremonies will be
wrapped up with the ceremony of
awards to all o f the pumpkin win.
ners. These awards will be from
the. various pumpkin contests:
pumpkin rolling, seed spitting,
pumpkin pitching and seed
squeezing. The famo us recipe con.
test will be awarded Sunday also.
Besides the special contests
and events, the Pumpkin Festival
will also feature raffles, games,
food, rides, concessions ari
shows. Everyone wishing to par·
ticipate is welcome to come and
spectators are encouraged to
and join in on th e fun.

Etlinger brings style to recruitment
By Jeanette Fregulia
Staff Writer

With the start of another new
year, there are bound to be changes,
and surprises coming out of many of
the schools and departments on campus. The faculty art exhibit, the
remodeling of the Conservatory... in
fact the Conservatory has come forward with another surprise: a new way
to recruit students.
The purpose is to "create a
positive, interesting, image of the Conservatory", Dr. Harold Ettinger, ad,rninistrator, and music management
chairman, began.
The focus of this new interst in
recruiting in the Los Angeles area, ·
from Santa Barbara to San Diego. Dr.
Ettinger commented that the UOP
Conservatory doesn't have a bad image
in Southern California, it has no image.
To remedy this situation, Dr. Etlinger
(with the approval of the entire Conservatory faculty) is a strong advocate
of "event marketing".
The purpose is to promote the
Conservatory, and educate Southern
California students. Dr. Etlinger, with
the cooperation of his longtime friend,
Bill Stinson (the music vice-president at
Paramount pictures), was able to use
a studio at Paramount for an evening

-entitled ''Pacific brings you music''.
At this event Stephania Wilson,
Paul Phillips, and Dean Kliene talked
about admissions, financial aids, and
the School of Business and Public
Administration, after Conservatory
Dean Karl Nosse greeted the guests.
Other special guests included Elmer
Bernstien, the man responsible for
scoring such hit movies as The Ten
Commandments, Airpla.ne, and True
Grit. Mr. Bernstien's talk was centered around scoring for film. David
Raskin, another famous composer,
also gave a presentation. "A very exciting, lovely evening," Dr. Edinger
commented.
Besides such events which sell the
Conservatory, Dr. Etlinger and the
entire faculty is working "to develop
a relationship with college counselors
at high schools." Dr. Ettinger himself
travels to Los Angeles often since he ,
is famili;,r with the area. He has also
been interviewed bv KGO radio, and
KFBK Radio about his past experiences and the Conservatory. He is
planning future interviews as well ·to
give UOP as much opportunity to be
heard as possible.
Dr. Ettinger, and the faculty
have many plans for the upcoming
year, recitals, perhaps another
Paramount evening, and much more.

Identity Yourselfl

With the new programs the Conservatory should have some new, and
innovative talent from a wide crosssection of the state's finest young
musicians.
In the words of Dr. Ettinger, the
Conservatory is looking to do
"something non-traditional, different", to create, and expand the
reputation of UOP's fine Conservatory of Music.

...·.
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What's in a Name?

Rooney of Pacific asks about living areas
By Bob Hayashi
I don't know why it happens, or
what causes it to happen, but it happens. Is it a disease, a social problem
or is it the R.A. 's. Take your pick. I
do know that it does take place. Each
of us acquires certain characteristics
of the quarters in which we reside.
Take those obscure people that
live in the quads. Who are these
people anyway? Where do they come
irom? Do they really exist or are they
merely name tags on the door? Your
guess is as good as mine. It seems to
me that there is a distinct differentiation between people who in "normal places" and those who live in the
"Quads." Quad people are those
people whose biggest decision of the
day is whether or not to eat in Elbert
Covell or the Quad Dining Hall.
Now, serious, I'm sure that there are
good reasons why people live over
there.. .like having a shorter walk to

~he z. building, or enjoying the view
mto JUSt about every room in the
dorms adjacent to their own. You
gotta love those open shutters and a
pair of binoculars.
And another thing, wpy are they
called the quads in the first place?
Are there four of them? Four what?
Alld where d!O some ot thno;e !'James
come from, some former student
who couldn't speak or wrilt: in
English? Tell me, can you honestly
say that if someone told you that they
lived in Eiselen you would know how
to get there. or better vet. could you
spell it? Where the heck is Iceland? Do
you remember the last time you went
over to the quads? If you do, 1 bet
you were as confused as 1 was ... only
about half of those refugee camps
have front doors. Which door do you
use?, or better yet, which door do you
pound on so that someone will let you
in? And once you're in, do you often
get lost in the stairwells? Especially if

the person you w~:nt to visit lives on
the second or third floor? On the way
out I always used to walk all the way
down into the basement.
Grace Covell isn't a pleasure
palace either. If you happen to live in
Grace or even visit on, say a Saturday or a Sunday, you know the
minute you set foot into the hallway
that the maid hasn't touched the
restrooms for what smells like an
eternity. Do these people enjoy living
like this, or does the stench give them
something to talk about besides how
much beer they drank the night
before? And what about the weddings in Morris Chapel every
weekend starting at about 7:00 in the
morning. Those happy couples and
their entourage don't realize that
weekend mornings were made' for the·
Michelob you drank the night before.
There is something else I've
always wondered about. What is the
significance
of
the
name

WPC

Townhouses? Does that term create a
luxurious or special atmosphere?
Well if you think that ugly grey bricks
and algae ridden-mud pools are
luxurious, then you probably live
there. Are they called the townhouses
because they are in the middle of
town? They certainly aren't in the
middle of campus, in fact, they are
Northwest of campus. Maybe they
should be called the Northwest
houses or change m,unes with
South/West since SouthX.West isn't
really southwest of anyt~ing. That
way at least part of the nfime would
make some sense.
I don't know. We are certainly
involved in an interesting little circle.
All these little groups here and little
gatherings there. I guess that's what
makes · UOP
the
wonderful
microcosm that we have all come to
know and love.

By Kereshawn Hardy
Staff Writer

Wendell Phillips: If you are a
student'here at UOP, chances are
you've entered this building at
some time or another. It houses the
office~ .. r ·~e Collcile of the
Pacific, the Sociology, History and
Black :Studies lJepartments. It is
also the uome or cla~slCS, modern
language, and economics.
We all know the building, but
who the heck is Wendell Phillips?
Why did they name a building after him?
The structure we know as
W .P .C. was completed in 1968 and
is one of our campus' newer additions. The reason it was named
after Dr. Phillips was because Dr.
Phillips was a very scholarly
humanitarian who gave not only
money, but a lot of himself and his
ideas to the university.
Dr. Wendell Phillips was an

Valle\ International Studies offers a program for all
By Aimee Donlon
Editorial Editor

The Program of International
Studies now offers UOP students 44
different programs in 22 different
countries. With an average of 20
students participating this spring, the
program, run by Dr. Cortlandt
Smith, has been expanding for more

ck to the Old Draw·

than a decade.
. Stud~nts can go to the country of
thetr chmce for a semester or year,
and pay the same amount of .tuition
they would pay for equal time at
UOP · Mo~t of the p~ogra~s are in
Europ~ WJth a few m t~trd world
co~ntnes: There are spectal scholarsh~ps avatlable for t~ose ~ho choose
thtrd world countnes hke Nepal,

Kenya or Sri Lanka. Dr. Smith adds
that there are now more opportunities
for business students with interests in
lnternational Management.
A new special exchange program
has also begun this year. UOP will
take one foreign student and send one
student to the school of the exchange
student. This way there is no internatinal exchange of money because
-
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helps them to interpret and understand the value of what they learned.
UOP is one of the few schools on
the West Coast to thoroughly develop
these programs. Because of this . Dr.
Smith has been asked to look at the
International Studies program at
Duke University and contribute his
ideas to help them in the development
of orientation and re-entry programs.
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explorer and archaelogist. He also
served as an economic advisor to
the Sultan of Oman before the
days of the Arab oil embargo in
the early 1970's.
In a speech he made at the
Callison College dedication on
Oct. 24, 1967, he had this to say
about the Arab world. "I tell my
Arab friends, 'You have all the oil
in the world: now the only reason
th'! oil is worth more than th<' sand
is because we, in the Western World
buy it, and if we don't buy it you
are stuck with the oil and it isn' t
worth anything.'"
Phillips said that back in
1963, but we all know what the
future held for those same Arab
friends of which Phi!!ipc: <Jpoln•
We bought their oil. Boy did we
buy it. Now some of the offspring
of these Arabs attend school here
at UOP. Now they can say that
there is really something more to
the name Wendell Phillips.

each student pays tuition at their
original school. The first exch~ge
under this program has been wtth
Karl Farnzens University in Graz,
Austria. Dr. Smith feels this new
program is "very economical" and
wants to pursue it. Currently they are
working on similar programs with
Chile and Spain.
But Dr. Smith feels the most important aspects of ,these international
programs are the orientation and reentry programs. "We take these very
seriously'' he says. The orientation,
run by Dr. Smith, is a two unit course
that prepares students for cultural
differences and shows them how to
get the most out of their experience.
The cross cultural re-entry program,
Dr. Smith feels, ''is one of the
strongest things we have going." Run
by Bruce Ia Brack, who has been
working on its development for years,
it readjusts students to Americal life
and helps them to continue learning
from their experience. La Brack also

...............................................................

II work done
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(continued t'rom pa?,e I)
\i,'h'"n sl'>"' oPt~ to know c:l')me of the
students, she gets ott her pedestal.''
"I don't like to preach from a
pedestal," said Schleier. "I see a
teacher's role to tmpart information
and interact with students on an interpersonal level. I try to get to know
them as people and I care about them
as people. Yes, I do have more
knowledge and expertise than they,
but there is a way to impart that
knowledge
without
being
authoritarian."
Schleier paused to look at the
future. "I hope to get tenure and be
here for a significant period of time. I
look forward to serving on the
vario;,l.s facultv committt-('< ::tnd I
would like to get into advising students
In tht: wf lllllg ul <tfll~lt::. cuou getting
my dissertation published, I see
myself progressing in my discipline as
well as school."
Currently Schleier is organizing a
tour of the Vatican exhibit (January
14) that will be coming to San Francisco, which she has been planning
since last Spring. Announcements
will be forthcoming.

Crime Summary
Thefts
During this week, three
bicycles were stolen, all from the
area of Grace Covell Hall, at a
total loss of $550.00. There was
one reported theft of a wallet from
a vehicle, loss $20, and one alternted theft from a vehicle in which
$750.00 in damages were reported.
An electric calculator and set of
scales were stolen from Quonset#,
total loss $175 .00.
Vandalism
Three incidents of vandalism
were reported; bottles were thrown
at Omega Phi Alpha fraternity,
windows were broked at Grace
Covell Hall and the Classroom
Building. Damages resulted in a
total loss of $165.00.
Parking Permits
Beginning
October
1st
citations will be issued. Permits are
now required twenty four hours a
day.
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SPORTS
Rosselli Raps
By Dan Sousa
Editor-In-Chief

The undefeated and 2nd ranked
women' s volleyba ll

By Dave RosseDi
Sports
Editor

Make no mi.,take about it. The UOP Athletic
Department' s deci sion to drop out of NorPac
competition in 1984 was indeed a good one.
The University has been affilliated with NorPac/NorCal since 1976-77 which included competition with Oregon,
Oregon St., Washington, Washington St., Fresno St., USF
Cal and Santa Clara. According to Athletic Director Elkin
"Ike" Isaacs, the decision to drop out was strictly financial.
• •'We just simply could not afford to send our non-revenue
teams to places like Washington and Oregon," said Isaac.
"We had to find a way to cut back on some of our expenses,
and this was our only alternative," he added.
Financially it makes sense for the university. For example, in order to fly Pacific's swimming team to Seattle,
Washington from Stockton, it would cost approximately
$6,605. If the team were to fly to Oregon it would cost an
additional $4,500. For a team with an operating budget of
only $5,000 for the entire year, it would be senseless to spend
anywhere from $4,000 to $7,000 on one roadtrip up North,
"In the past, we had a contingency fund that could
cover the additional expenses, something we just don't have
this year,'' said Isaac. According to Isaac the expenses are
getting much greater because there is a stronger demand for
southern teams to travel up north. This demand was not
nearly as strong when the NorPac league was affilliated. In
the past, northern teams would very often take trips down
ro~h.
.
According to Isaac, in order to file a resignation with
the NorPac it was mandatory to notify the conference by October 1st. Otherwise, Pacific would have been held to NorPac competition for another year. Isaac although regretting
the decision felt that at this point the university had no other
alternative. Santa Barbara, Irvine, and Las Vegas have
already made commitments to joining the new league.
As far as the women's volleyball team is concerned,
financial considerations were not a factor due to the substantially larger operating budget. However, according to head
coach Terry Liskevych, dropping out of NorPac was a
blessing.
"I don't think NorPac is good for our volleyball
program," said Liskevych. "We need to play tougher
schools, and let's face it, schools in the NorPac are just not
that tough," he added. "I've been wanting to drop from that
conference for three years and I'm relieved we finally did
it."
The most reasonable solution for next season would be
to join a PCAA league that would include southern schools
like UC Santa Barbara, Cal-Poly, Fresno and Las Vegas.
The majority of these schools wouldn't require air transportation and thus would cut down on budget expenses. The one
exception would be Las Vegas. According to Isaac, however,
a trip for the Ladies basketball team via air transportation
including meals to Las Vegas would cost a relatively low
$1,844. For a team with an operating budget of $10,000, that
figure i~ much easier to digest than nearly $6,600, to fly up
north.
"What I'm hopeful for is that we can arrange
something with the NCAA that would enable the northern
league to compete with the southern league in some type of
post-season competition," said Isaac. "That way, everyone
would be happy."
For now, Pacific is still a member of the NorPac conference (through 1983). But in a matter of just a year, UOP
will drop its membership with NorPac and get on to business
in the PCAA. A wise move by the university, one that will
reap benefits in years to come. Plans to affiliate with the
PCAA are underway.

team

t ra vels do wn

south ton 1ghl Lv : ....:... Jth ranked Cal
PolySLO.
.
The Tigers . who are now 2-0 in
NorPac competition after a straightset victory over
Cal-Berkeley
Tuesday, will face 14th ranked UCSB
tomorrow night.
"They (Cal Poly SLO and UCSB) have revenge on their mind
because we have beaten them both at
home," said head coach Terry
Liskevych.
UOP defeated Cal Poly 15-12
5-15, 15-10, 15- 12 in the finals of the
UOP Invitiational on September
17th. The Tigers also were victorious
over UCSB 15-3, 15-12, 15-5 on September 20 at Spann~ .
"This .;11 !'-~ " tough road
trip," said Liskevych , "both teams
have the l ... 1.:1 u.- ,., in the country
behind us d •• _ Haw.., ii."
Cal Poly SLO has been in a
slump lately losing five matches in-arow. They are currently 5-6 on the
season. The Mu~tangs will be led by
Ellen Bugalski (.250 hitting Pet.) and
outside hitter Sandy Aughinbaugh.
UCSB will be: led by sophomore
Kathie Ludedke (.311 hitting Pet) and
setter Liane Sato. UCSB is currently
19-5 on the season.
Both teams would like to beat a
top-ranked team, ' ' said Liskevych
who also felt that past records would
mean nothing on thi·· trip.

The Tigers were led by Junior
Eileen Dempster and Sophomore
Therese Boyle. Dempster had 11
kills, a .409 hitting pet., 2 block s~ots
and 3 block assits. Boyle had 10 kills,
a .364 hitting Pet, 2 block shots and 3
block assists.
Sophomore Julie Maginot had
10 kills and Junior Robin Burns had 3
aces. Cal was led by senior Sylvie
Monnet who had a match high 16
kills.
Junior Lisa Franco is currently
leading the team in hitting Pet. with a
.301 Pet.
"Lisa is a very hard worker.
She's a coachable individual," said
Llskevych, "She's holding her own."
The Tigers as a squad have only
lost two games on the season in their
9matches.
"We have stressed a game plan
of keeping the ball in play," said
Liskevych. "The longer the rally, the
more advantage we have because of
our g ood defen s ive abili ty ."
* 1S out of

me

"'10, ;· S
utio"'•

tnp

10 teams

are ou the 1'lgtn 111 'lbl...,

*The Tigers top four t ,~ .,.r, Ro~ le. n cmpsll'f.
Bama and Mal&invo afl
,bin 18 sets (TA) of
eac:b otber.
* UOP Is now 11-4 IIfell me aaalnst Cal.
* Tbe Tlaers lead tbe series n. Cal Poly,, 7-4,
and UCSB,11·1.
* Llaknyc:b Is now 108-73 lifetime as UOP'a
bead coacb.
* Tbe top four squads Ia tbe aatloa are
scbeduled for tbe Wendy's Oasak. Hawaii (1),
UOP (l), Staaford (3) aad UCLA (4) are
scbeduled to appear at tbe Claulc set for
November 11-13.
Tlaer Stall
Player IUUs E T A Pet.
Fraac:o 3110 69 .301
Boyle 54 18 134 .268
Dempster 49 17 113 .160
Bums 50 17137 .140'
Ma&Jaot 4725119.184
Markel 13641.170
Vaughn l 1 8 .125
Sauaders 15 11 49 .081

UOP at Cal, Oct. 4
It took tht• Tigers an hour ana
fifteen minute~ v beat 20th ranked
Call5-12, 15-] 1). 1''-~ ' after losing to
Cal last season in the NorPac
championships .
" Cal
P' 1yed
well,"
said
Liskevych. " They have the potential
to beat anybody in the nation.''

Soccer loses
By Barabara Allen
Staff Writer

The UOP men's soccer team
competing in the 9th game of the
season lost their last contest to San
Diego State. University, 4-0, on
Friday, Septep·'· 30.
Both teams played an even first
half and went into the second half
scoreless.
The first g"" 1 <r nred was an
unearned one for San Diego and ·turned the game ove · to the Aztecs who
proceeded with 1 hree more unanswered goals in h•: latter part of the
second half.
San Diego's first goal was the·
breaking point in the game.

"We lost our composure on the
first goal," said Spaulding. "It just
deflated us."
"In the first half our boys were
really nervous," Chuck Clegg, San
Diego's head coach admitted. "UOP
came out and was really going at it."
" In the f.,,, half, they were
aggressive, " n "'" explained. " UOP
was always first to the ball and forcing our play. It was hard for us to
keep up witn them n the first half."
Clegg attribu tt d his team's speed
a nd the tact tbat they weren't
" holding" the hall in the •econd half
as the factors that made the difference in the two halves.
He commented on the play of
UOP's Lee Geary, an ex-San Diego

A-1 CLEANERS
IJ6 W, Walnut St.
463-4952
(Behind Kentucky Fried Chicken on Pac((ic)

Credit

Se
Robin Burns tips one past Berkeley rivals to end the Bear's Nor-Poe winnilt ~
streak and extend the Lady Tiger's record to a 2-0 Nor-Poe mark and a9t
o verall record.
player. ''I think Lee is a great player.
NOTES
I think he makes a difference on the
*Tonight the T lgen travel t o the UmtniiJI
con
field for UOP as far as his lea derSan. Frandsc:o f ora 7:30pm Jeaaue pill· Ll §
ship.''
year I he Tigers were defeated by USF, 1-2.
§
Spaulding credited Dalton Duval
* UOP' s next home game wUI be o• 01111 §
and Geary with a good game a nd t e.l
18 against San Francisco State. Prtor lolll ~~Q
the team as a whole did well on man·
~ame lhe Tl11ers wUJ uake on Slall 011
Universil) f or a lea 2ue contest on

W E DE LIVE R
$ 2 . 00 off any Large Pizza
Fast-Free-Deliv ery
Expi res 1 0-2 1-83

.
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TER.M PAPERTVPING.ETCa •.
Do you hate typing? This year take advantage of Ly nn 's Term Paper
Typing service. Why worry about typing when y ou can be studying f or
your next midterm?
·
$1.50 p er double spaced page

Do you hate typing?
Call Ly nn at 473-8911
8-12am & J.J pm M on.-Fri.
or957-2264after 4p m

1151 Robinhood Dr., JOB

presents a

Pre-Movie Pizza Feast
featuring

40o/o OFF

. all
Pizza & Drinks
(beer tool)
to

. Monday Oct. 1 Oth

All Greeks
wearing greek shirts

The b.
The fl tggest selection of cigars In t he area
Th ~est array Of Pipes and pipe
An~ ~~~st choice of lighters in the valleY
LULI.....v -

~ large$t 'v ariety Of IndOnesian dOV8
garettes anYWhere around!
SEE US M ONDAy
AND SA ~U
·FRIDA Y, TO A M -6 PM
.
RDA YS TO AM-5 PM
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Tigers l;o se again, Utah St. next
By Dave Rosselli

UOP vs Fullerton

SportJ Editor

. It was a game of records for the.
T1tans as Lee Miller returned a punt
84 Yards, longest in Cal-State Fullerton history, and cornerback Mark
~oll!ns tied a school record by
Plckmg off four Tiger passes, all
from quarterback Mike Pitz.
It took 13:27 for Fullerton to
finally get into the endzone but
Da~on Allen made it look simple
tossmg a strike to wide receiver Corn
Redick over the outstretched arms of
Garry Parc~lls, 7-0 ~e score with
I :33 in the flrst perio.d . The second
quarter really made the difference in
the ballgame as Fullerton gained
momentum scoring twice. Damon
Allen on a keeper around right end 7
yards to score, and then the backbreaker with only 0:20 left before
halftime, the 84 yard punt return that
saw Lee Miller race in untouched and
the Tigers ·were in trotlble at intermission: 21-7.
There was little·scoring in the 3rd
period. Gary Steinke booted the oqly
3 points, a 25 yarder with 10:28 in the
quarter. Mike Pitz, who replaced
Rich Pelletier in the first half, did
fairly well throwing downfield given
the fact that passing has been nonexistent since the flrst quarter of the a:
Oregon game. Pitz tossed a scoring i>
strike to Lionel Manuel, a 26 yarder ~
with 11:51 to go in the game. The ~
Tigers hopes for a comeback were put ~
to rest when Manuel muffed a Vince IIQ
Gamache 41 punt at the Pacific 6 ~
yard line. The Titans scored nn n mnr• ~
time to put the game away wtth 1:37

Tbe mistake riddled UOP Tigers
football squad will make another
attemPt to pick up their IJTSt conference
victory tomorrow night againsl Utah
St. after le~ting. three consecutive
ballgames shp nght through their
fingers. Tomorrow night's ballgame,
scheduled for ~:30 P-1_11· at Pacific
Memorial StadiUm wlll mark the
fourth conference game in a row,
three of which resulted in frustrating
losses. The most recent defeat came
at the hands of Fullerton State.
"This game was a gift, and we
simply gave it away,'' said head
coach Bob Cop~' following the Fullerton cc"'""' "fn rh~ !a<:: thre.. Q:::lffies
we have been consi~tently letting our
opJ)Cli.:Ul~ '""" \,Vllll Ul VJ lUC: game
before we get a chance to sho~ what
we can do," he added.
.
The Tigers will be facing a
tougher opponent this week in the
Utah State Aggies. The Aggies will be
directed this year by Chris Pella in his
first season as head coach. Pella was
the assistant coach last year under
Bruce Snyder who departed to the
Los Angeles Rams. Utah State found
themselves S-2 after seven games last
season (including a stunning 20-17
upset ovet BYl ') before a series of in1unes bes..:t the Aggies, eventually
taking half of the team's 22 starters,
and USU limped to a 5-6 year. USU
runs a pro-1 offense and a 5-2 defense
and will be out to exploit the Tiger
secondary. Pacific must be at their
best if they hope to win this one.

as Roy Lewis .m arched 4 yards around
right end and the Tigers were ready to
head' back to Stockton with a 31-14
defeat.
TIGER NOTES
• Kirby Warnen felllrom 17th to 28th In the
NCAA rushing ranklngs with an 86.2 average
per game... If he can maintain the same pace
(86.1), he 'll be the first person since Bruce Glbson to rush for over 1,000 yards In a season ...
Warren went Into the Fullerton game as the
leading rusher In the PCAA.
• Bob Cope has never faced a USU team while
he was at · UOP as an assistant... He never
faced USU while at SMU, Arkansas,

Mississippi, VJindt>rhllt or Purdue... Chris
':'ella, an as~i~thnr l'oach atl'SU I'or the past IS
years, has seen 1 he 1igers on many occasions.
• The Tigers ' will be up again\! one of the .
biggest offensive and defensive lines they've
seen all season. The Aggies offensive· front
averages 6-3, .257 pounds (Including the tight
end) while the defensive line Is 6-3, 145 ... _b·y
camparison, the Tigers come In at 6-1 V1, 111
on the defensive line and 6·4Yl on the offensive
line.
• The only other PCAA conference game has
San Jose State at Fresno State... Other PCAA
teams in action an; Long Beach State at San
Diego State, CAl State Fullerton at Nev•daReno, New Mexico State at Tulsa.
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Poloists keep rolling
By Kevin Messenger
Slaff Writer

Line coach Bill Mcqueary shown giving instructions during Tiger contest.

ing '
....~r•~ nv<mime
victorv over 3rd ranked Santa Barbara,
the University ot the Pacific Tiger
water poio squau 1uwh.....u lllu.e wins
awaiting them last Friday at the NorCal
tournament at Stanford. The two wins
kept alive a 5-game winning streak and
put the Tiger's 11 game record at 74.
The day began with a 74 drubbing
of Concord on the strength of three
Kevin u,...,.,.,,~a7 goals. The Tigers
started ~iowiy, but got untracked and
quite simply caught-ur> went aheas:t
and staytd <:u."<lU. Adding s...;gJ.e goals
for the Tigers were Peter Galli, Carl
Gunn, Drew Henry, and Dan
Hollingsworth. Coach Dennis Nugent
termed the victory as "no contest."
Following the Concord rout, the
Tigers roared out of the starting blocks
F~ 1 h•,

GOLD'S. GYM
Special Student package

Credit and Non-credit courses.

50% off

See advisors for credit details.

$ 7 5 for t~e rest of the school year
§

473-0226

~

§

OPEN 24 HOURS A DAY

§
Knoles 214, ext. 2424
§
~~ob>~~~~~~
.

"A"

one week to go here's a look at the
Zoners
5
-..le•a•g•u•e•
i.
s.
st•il•l•u•n•d•er•w•a•y•,•a•nd
. .w•i•th. . . . . B.ig•m•a•c•k•s
.
. . . . .4.
6...
intramural
standings:
Doormites

presents

contact Office of Lifelong Learning.

Standings
(through Oct. 5th)

T "d' ·t..~ oir•ooint passinJI; of
Do11 ny l\ " r, tnd the fleet-footed
rec~•~Hlb ...,. John Hunter, Chi
Alpha has finished the 1983 "A"
league Intramural football season
with an unblemished 8-0 record.
During the course of the season
Chi Alpha managed victories over
Archania nmega Phi Alpha, SAE
and BDh R.
The "A" league is
indeed fimsned, however, the "B"

!

For Information and registration

Intramural·U

Photo By Sllv~ Skrocki

~<Q'>~~~~~

OFFICE OF LIFELONG LEARNING
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The ,toughest job
.you II ever love

en route to a 9-6 victory over Fresno
State, Pacific jumped out to a 5-1 first
quarter lead before going flat and letting
Fresno sneak to within 5-3 at the half.
"We got a little complacent," Nugent
said about his team's showing in the
second period. In the third, however,
the Tigers subdued Fresno and put a
Clllick end to any thoughts of upsets as
UOP whipped out four goals while
allowing just two lilt: lt:mainut:l uf the
wav. LeadinJI; the balanc:ec! attack were
Galli and Haley with two apiece, while
Brad Neison,Juhn Richards, Dan
Hollingsworth, Hernandez, and Henry
each had one. "On the whole, we
played really well," commented Nugent.
"The stats reflect the balance of our
team play," he added.
The Tigers will carry their balanced
attack into Santa Clara this afternoon
when they will face the Broncos in a
4:00 contest. They will return home
tomorrow for Alunmi Day when they
will play an exhibition against the
Olympic Oub (not affiliated with the
United States Olympic Committee)
from San Francisco at 10:00 a.m.,
foUowed by a similar scrimmage against
an alunmi team at 11:00, and an alunmi
swim meet at noon. Following the
Alumni Day festivities, the Tigers will
return to Pl "'~ '" ,..,., ..>u•Jaay morning
when they will put their unblemished
l.Q conference record on the line against
the Anteaters from UC Irvine at 10:00.
STATS
7-4 overall, 1-0 l'Onferencc
Sl·orin~

Mike Hale} IS
Kevin Hernandez 14
Carl liunn 12
Uan Hollin~:sworth I!
Urtow Henr} 7
John l.autze 6
l>etcr Galli 4
John Richards 2
J>at McCullough I
Brad Nelson I

.

'

11

~-

;
1

..

I

Mike t:nni~ 91 save~
Ken Howard I save
l'eter Schoen I save

. :,,

.~~-~f·f

~ 't~-,r~q.~ ~.
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... ·.:-- ...:-;;
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Goalie Stals
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CURRENT NC~A WATER POLO
RAN KINGS AS OF OCT .5

We admit it. It takes a different kind of person to b~ a Peace Corps Volunteer. ·
We won't mislead you with glowing pictures ~f exohc la.nds. The hours as a '-:olunis modest. And the frustrations sometimes seem overwhelmmg.
teer are 1ong. The Pay
'11 b ·
d ·
It 1:But the satisfactions and rewards are immense. You
e lmmerse llfn ha new cu u e,
become fluent in a new l~nguage, and learn far more about yourse t an you ever

c

·

expected.
.
d ·
11 .
You'll also discover that progress m the ~eace . orps 1s mea.sur~ m sma abcc~m~
. h ments. uc h as rural health clinics estabhshed
mh·1
Kenya.
p Its
.
· · · rngahon systems m t m
U er Volta. Fresh-water fish ponds started m the ~ 11ppmes_.
.
pp The progress rnay seem modest , but to. people m developmg nat1ons who have

s

never before had clean drjnking water, basiC
health care, or enough to eat, the Peace Corps
brings a ·message of hop~ a~d change.
We invite you to look mto t~e volunteer
opportunities beginning this year m 65 .
developing nations. See our representatives
for details.
Peace Corps Recruiters on Campus
Mon., Oct. 17 to Wed., Oct. 19
9 a . 'll. Hrltil 5 p.m.
Uni' L·r~ity Center Info. Table .

1

1

PE~CE

CORPS
·

Seniors sign up for interview'
and pick up application packet
at Placement Office.

Saturday, Oct. 15&29 -9:00am
Main Lodge - Kirkwood Meadows Drive
Kirkwood Ski Resort, one of Lake Tahoe's premiere
destination resorts is seeking qualified, service
oriented employees for tht·83/84 ;ki season.

Lift Operators
Food Service
Cooks
Maids
Parking Attendants
Ticket Checkers
Ticket Sellers

Maintenance persons ·
Equipment operators
Clerical personnel
Accounting personnel
Ski School
Ski Patrol
Ski Mechanics

P.O. Box 1
Kirkwood, CA 95646
(209) 258-6000
An l'qualopportunitv employer.

.•

'

.

-·•t

-·················~

Seasonal positions available:

'

.l . Knoles Hall • Room 212, Tuesday, Ocl. 18, 7:00p.m.
FREE Peace C orps F1m.

1. Cal
2.USC
3. Irvine
4. UCLA
5. Pacific
6. Santa Barbara
7. Long Beacll
8. Pepperdlne
9. Standford
10. Loyola of Chicago

I
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SEMEN
DONORS
WANTED

:

for doctors

:
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Infertility office
For More Info Call

t

•:
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•
t

•

. 957-7056
:
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CLOTHING
GIFTS
JEWELRY
CARDS
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'
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Watt quit
Interior Secretary Ja~e
resigned Sunday, . ytn
"usefulness" to Prestdent Rc
"has come to an end · "
1
Reagan
r
resignation "with rcluc l 1
and said Watt had don

---....- ...1-. standinll.
\ob."
Watt told reporter

at

the

gate that "part" of the r
quit was the outcry caused t
Sept.' · 21 remark that an atl
committee was made up
black ... a woman, two Jew

cripple."

11'111 II
'" 1'1} 1,' I !hi

/'It 1111j,

get more wit
sav1ngso
GREAT GIFT IDEAS I
•
SALE • OCT. 11-·13
"WE'RE MORE THAN JUST

l.Jnivt~rsity

Book Store

l!niversity Ctntt r • S tockton, CA 952 11 • (209) 946·2329

A BOOKSTORE ''

A U.S. nobel

Kissinger's tri

